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Determining what the Army needs to do to transform to a culture of innovation is one of the leading challenges. This SRP focuses on how to change the Army’s culture to one fostering innovation. It defines a “culture of innovation” and shows how the Army should change its institutional culture to one that encourages innovation. It will also explore how culture is affected at the strategic and organizational levels of leadership.
AN ARMY ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE OF INNOVATION: A STRATEGIC IMPERATIVE FOR TRANSFORMATION

As we prepare for the future, we must think differently and develop the kinds of forces and capabilities that can adapt quickly to new challenges and to unexpected circumstances. We must transform not only the capabilities at our disposal, but also the way we think, the way we train, the way we exercise and the way we fight. We must transform not only our military forces, but also the Department that serves them by encouraging a culture of creativity and prudent risk-taking... There will be no moment at which the Department is “transformed.” Rather, we are building a culture of continual transformation.¹

- Donald H. Rumsfeld (2003)
  Secretary of Defense
  Transformation Planning Guidance

President Bush admonished Citadel cadets, 11 December 2001, that with rapidly changing technology and an increasingly changing enemy “our Military culture must reward new thinking, innovation, and experimentation.”² There is little doubt in any U. S. Soldier’s mind that the Army must transform to a more flexible fighting force capable of defeating an enemy on an asymmetric battlefield while continuing to provide support to ever increasing domestic missions.³ Today’s Army is suffering from mission creep as it becomes more involved in the diplomatic aspects of stabilization and rebuilding phases of operations while including humanitarian assistance both at home and abroad.⁴ These missions seem diametrically opposed to how most of the current “20-year career” professional Soldiers were trained during the Cold War. “Generations of Army officers came of age eating, sleeping, and breathing the tactics and organization of the Soviet forces east of the Elbe. However, when we can no longer be certain of our enemy’s order of battle, or even who our enemy is likely to be, the officer’s task becomes correspondingly more difficult.”⁵ Our current ever-changing and illusive enemy has made it much more difficult to train our leaders, who primarily relied on a battle drills and tactics’ template. With ever-changing enemies comes ever-changing tactics and technology. Accordingly, our leaders have a significantly more demanding job to adapt to more complex and shifting situations. The environment is rapidly changing and innovation continually remakes the world—traditionally regarded as progress—to create a modern civilization.⁶

“It is this need for progress that is the source of the relentless destabilization and disorder experienced by individuals, institutions, governments, and societies.”⁷ In Afghanistan, company commanders are negotiating with local Afghan leaders on a daily basis, which is a daunting task, given these commanders’ lack of experience and training to perform these missions. The Army must train its leaders, or better yet, educate its young leaders to deal with these additional
responsibilities that are in most cases out of their comfort zone. Based on this changing nature of military operations, the Army needs to develop more mentally agile leaders while creating an institutional culture of innovation.

Determining what the Army needs to do to transform to a culture of innovation is one of the leading challenges. This SRP focuses on how to change the Army’s culture to one that encourages innovation. It defines a “culture of innovation” and explains how the Army should change its institutional culture to one that fosters innovation. It also explores how culture is affected at the strategic and organizational levels of leadership.

What is Organizational Culture?

“Organizational culture comprises the attitudes, values, beliefs, norms and customs of an organization. Whereas organizational structure is relatively easy to draw and describe, organizational culture is considered to be less tangible and more difficult to measure.” Ray Anthony defines institutional culture as the “collective personality” of the organization. An organization’s culture determines how it really functions; this culture consists of deeply embedded values, beliefs, philosophies, attitudes, and operation norms. Essentially, culture accounts for “how things are done around here.”

In Organizational Culture and Leadership, Edgar H. Schein defines culture as: “A pattern of shared basic assumptions that the group learned as it solved its problems of external adaptation and internal integration, that has worked well enough to be considered valid and therefore to be taught to new members as the correct way to perceive, think and feel in relation to those problems.” In The Corporate Culture Survival Guide, Schein elaborates on this definition of culture: “Culture is the sum total of all the shared, taken-for-granted assumptions that a group has learned throughout its history. It is the residue of success.” These descriptions assert that culture accounts for how people behave in a shared environment. Schein posits that “The first thing to notice is that cultural assumptions involve not only the internal workings of the organization but, more important, how the organization views itself in relation to its various environments.” The Army defines organizational or institutional culture as “shared attitudes and values, goals, and practices that characterize the larger institution. It’s deeply rooted in long-held beliefs, customs, and practices.”

For example, junior Army officers experience the social process and begin to learn the Army culture during their initial training prior to becoming an officer, whether it is Officer Candidate School (OCS), Reserve Officer Training Course (ROTC), the United States Military
Academy (USMA), or during their basic branch qualification course. This culture is then embedded and reinforced after they arrive at their first unit and during their tenure in that unit.\textsuperscript{15}

An Internet encyclopedia assesses the viability of organizational culture in terms of its adherence to and relationship to its organizational values:

Strong culture is said to exist where staff respond to stimulus because of their alignment to organizational values. Conversely, there is Weak Culture where there is little alignment with organizational values and control must be exercised through extensive procedures and bureaucracy. Where culture is strong - people do things because they believe it is the right thing to do...bureaucratic organizations may miss opportunities for innovation, through reliance on established procedures. Innovative organizations need individuals who are prepared to challenge the status quo...and also need procedures to implement new ideas effectively.\textsuperscript{16}

This article then claims that some bureaucratic organizations – not unlike the Army – may miss opportunities for innovation because of their heavy reliance on established procedures and hierarchical structure.

Similarly, in “Changing the Army for Counterinsurgency Operations,” Brigadier Nigel Aylwin-Foster reports on his observations of the US Army during Operations Iraqi Freedom in the months leading up to the January 2005 elections in Iraq. He observed: “A hierarchically conscious command ethos, which encouraged centralization, and conversely discouraged low level initiative or innovation even when senior commanders stressed the need for them.”\textsuperscript{17} Brigadier Aylwin-Foster thus suggests that senior commanders must embrace a culture of innovation before it can positively affect behaviors at the lower command levels. In order for Army culture to foster innovation at all levels, its senior officers must welcome, indeed lead, such cultural changes.

Why is it Important for the Army to Transform?

In his 2001 introduction to Part One of The Future of the Army Profession, Don Snider asserted that “History shows that many armies do not adapt well in peacetime to changing environments such as the Army now faces; some do not adapt at all and no longer exist as deployable armies, witness today in Western Europe.”\textsuperscript{18} Snider was indeed prescient. It is not until April 2003, two-and-a-half years after the beginning of Operation Enduring Freedom and at the commencement of Operation Iraqi Freedom that DoD issued transformation guidance. Snider also claimed that “even for those that are able to innovate and adapt in order to remain effective militarily and relevant to the societies they defend, the process is often long and difficult. Such processes take at least a decade or longer, and often are not resolved when the next war starts, thus requiring the even more difficult process of wartime innovation and
adaptation.” He again anticipated current Army Issues. Only after waging the Global War on Terrorism (GWOT) for over two years did senior leaders issue the call for transformation of our military. Snider accurately predicted a long and difficult transformation, not unlike what the Army is experiencing today. Further, Brigadier Aylwin-Foster claims that the Army is taking too long to adapt: “The Army took too long to adapt to the changed requirements arising from Phase 4 [stabilization] Operations [in Operation Iraqi Freedom].” Time is a critical factor when it comes to training and encouraging innovation in young leaders. The Army is at war and no longer has the luxury of deploying Soldiers and units to combat training centers for multiple iterations of non-combat training exercises that are relatively low risk and thus allow for an environment of prudent risk-taking. Training now is taking place while we are at war. In the combat environment, the stakes are too high to begin learning prudent risk-taking. It is much more difficult to develop leaders with competency for prudent risk-taking during combat. Strategic leaders have recognized this lack of opportunities to train junior officers, yet the Army has committed to transforming its culture as indicated by current guidance.

Several of our nation’s leaders have recognized the need for a transformation of the military as a whole; they have subsequently mandated that the Army develop its leaders to be more conceptually innovative. The DoD Vision gives more guidance on the goals of transformation:

Military transformation will enable the U.S. Armed Forces to achieve broad and sustained competitive advantages in the 21st century. It comprises those activities that anticipate and create the future by coevolving concepts, processes, organizations, and technologies to produce new sources of military power. The transformation of our armed forces will dramatically increase our strategic and operational responsiveness, speed, reach, and effectiveness, making our forces increasingly precise, lethal, tailorable, agile, survivable, and more easily sustainable.

The White paper “Objective Force in 2015” goes slightly further in outlining a vision of, rather than the means for, producing leaders who will provide a command climate that supports initiative, innovation, and risk-taking in a transformed Army. General Peter J. Schoomaker, current Army Chief of Staff, offers a clear mandate for transforming the Army culture to defeat terrorism. He refers to the article “Adapt or Die” by Brigadier General Fastabend, in which Fastabend articulates why and how the Army needs to change its culture. General Schoomaker writes:

To win this war and to be prepared for any task our Nation may assign us, we must have a campaign quality Army with joint and expeditionary mindset. A fundamental underpinning of this mindset is a culture of innovation. “Adapt or Die” contains important ideas that clearly describe some significant challenges to
innovation in our institutional culture, as well as the behaviors we seek to overcome them. Equally important, the authors question the status quo. We must be prepared to question everything. As this article states, “Development of a culture of innovation will not be advanced by panels, studies, or this paper. Cultural changes begin with behavior and the leaders who shape it.” We have the talent to establish the mindset and culture that will sustain the Army as ready and relevant, now and into the future.”

General Schoomaker thus urges “a culture of innovation,” but he does not specify how to accomplish this goal. In fact, the guidance begs for more explanation rather than a “road map” to accomplishment. General Schoomaker has recognized that a change in the Army’s institutional culture to one fostering innovation is the responsibility of its leaders. He also recognizes that change begins by changing behavior learned and enforced in the Army’s current culture. A document produced by the Institute for Defense Analysis (IDA) finds that an integral component of successful transformation is the necessity to change the Army’s culture and that culture cannot be viewed separately from transformation.

What is Meant by a “Culture of Innovation”?

“Innovation is defined as the implementation of a new or significantly improved idea, good, service, process or practice which is intended to be useful. Most scholars who have studied innovation generally differentiate among four main types of innovation: product innovation, process innovation, organizational innovation, and marketing innovation.” The Army must focus on organizational innovation (also referred to as social innovation) which involves the creation of new organizations, business practices (doctrine, training, and winning the nation’s wars) and ways of running organizations or new organizational behavior. An imperative to obtaining this vision is the development of more innovative leaders at all levels and their “buy-in” to change the organizational climate in order to ultimately change the culture. “The bottom line for leaders is that if they do not become conscious of the cultures in which they are imbedded, those cultures will manage them. Cultural understanding is desirable for all of us, but it is essential to leaders if they are to lead.”

In “Adapt or Die,” Brigadier General Fastabend addresses the need to change the Army culture. Fastabend defines culture as a “set of subconscious assumptions, an organization’s collective state of mind.” He concedes that Army culture is frustratingly difficult to describe: “We have noted that as a set of unconscious assumptions, the Army’s culture is difficult to articulate. The impediments to a [change in] culture…may be equally subtle, but we must recognize those, if organizational behaviors, and ultimately the culture itself, are to change.”
Why is Army Culture so Difficult to Change?

Brigadier Nigel-Aylwin implies that the Army has difficulty changing its culture to one fostering innovation due to a hierarchically oriented command ethos, which encourages centralization and conversely discourages low-level initiative or innovation even when senior commanders have stressed the need for them.34 The IDA report seems to support Brigadier Nigel-Aylwin's observations. It cites three obstacles to change:

1. The overall perception in the Army is that transformation is not important for future organizational effectiveness.
2. The Army’s bureaucratic and hierarchal constraints and complexities are not well understood at the organizational level.
3. Enablers are lacking for changing behaviors that support innovation and risk-taking.35

The editors of *Harvard Business Review* agree that one of the greatest challenges a strategic leader faces is how to get his people to challenge the status quo while keeping operational processes in place. Innovation requires anything but business as usual. It is difficult to evaluate and even more difficult to replicate.36 The authors of “The Failure-Tolerant Leader” point out that those strategic leaders “know that failure is an integral part of innovation. But how do they [strategic leaders] encourage the right kinds of mistakes?”37

An integral component of Army culture is its promotion system; this system rewards short-term success—so it is not very tolerant of failure. But the system is fair. It does exactly what it is designed to do; promote those with the best potential for continued service.38 However, it is not a system designed to that promote the most mentally agile leaders who are most likely to foster a culture of innovation. In the current Officer Evaluation System (OES), a subordinate leader has approximately one year to impress his senior with his performance. The senior leader has the same amount of time to coach and mentor the subordinate. After this year, the senior evaluates the subordinate’s performance based on Army cultural values, the foundation of institutional culture. The senior leader, in most cases, is fully vested in these values. This situation is complicated by generational differences in values. The senior and subordinate may have different perspectives and expectations based on their experiences in the Army culture. Consistent with Army doctrine, the senior is required to explain his expectations to the subordinate during his initial counseling of the subordinate.39 The subordinate may believe that since all the senior leaders are “preaching” about change in the Army’s culture to foster innovation that his performance will be evaluated on his innovation. On the other hand, the senior may base his evaluation of the subordinate’s performance on the Army culture that nurtured the senior’s career development. Then the senior may evaluate the subordinate based
on the senior’s twenty-year culture, rather than a new changing culture. Yet it is the strategic leader’s responsibility to form the new culture, educate the force, and lead by example in order to develop a new culture that develops mentally agile and innovative leaders. “Strategic leaders bear the burden, as well as enjoying the privilege and honor, of maintaining the professional identity of the organization—they are the stewards of the profession. Effectively imbuing these [younger] leaders with passion not only for accomplishing short-term organizational objectives but also for nurturing and developing the profession itself is critical for progress in [their] service to [assure] America’s security.”

The first step in correcting this disconnect is developing an evaluation system that identifies, highlights, and rewards an officer for innovation. The most recent change in the Army Officer Evaluation System takes a step in the right direction for developing innovative leaders. A recent adjustment to the evaluation system eliminated the “blocking” or numerical comparison of rated officers to other officers of the same rank for captains and below. This new system is designed to eliminate a perceived culture of “zero defects” and to nurture a culture which allows subordinate leaders to try new approaches for carrying out missions without fear of ending their careers or causing their non-selection for future promotions. The “can-do” attitude is still rewarded, but the new system allows the officer to think about original approaches to a new situation. Even so, the system still focuses on accomplishing short-term goals. This change in the evaluation system can be successful only if the evaluators buy in to the change. For it to be successful, organizational leaders must support the change in culture and gain subordinates’ trust. It is imperative that strategic leaders reinforce this change in culture.

How Do We Change Culture?

The primary responsibility to accept the need to change the organizational culture and the rationale for this change reside at the strategic leader level. As FM 22-100 states: “Culture is a longer lasting, more complex set of shared expectations than climate. While climate is how people feel about their organization right now, culture consists of the shared attitudes, values, goals, and practices that characterize the larger institution. It’s deeply rooted in long-held beliefs, customs, and practices.” Further, senior leaders bear primary responsibility for improving their organizations, and improvement comes through realizing constructive change. “Strategic leaders, more than organizational leaders, draw on their conceptual skills to comprehend national, national security, and theater strategies, operate in the strategic theater contexts, and improve their vast, complex organizations. The variety and scope of concerns demand the application of more sophisticated concepts.” Junior officers learn from their own
experience. Most twenty-year Army professional leaders and Soldiers have been nurtured in a culture that rewards short-term successes rather than long-term vision.

“Every organization has a unique culture that drives the form, degree, and speed of innovation. …One of the initial steps in sculpting an innovative culture for creativity and boldness is to discuss and assess your present organization’s culture.”44 Indeed change should be encouraged and prepared for throughout the organization—at all levels. Everyone in the organization will be affected by a new culture, so everyone should “feel it coming.” However, change will not take hold unless senior leaders advocate it and believe in its value for the organization, especially in traditionally hierarchical organizations like the Army. “At the strategic level, tasks are not easily defined, isolated, or standardized, nor can they be easily measured by anything but subjective, qualitative evaluation. While we recognize that leaders at all levels have responsibility for effective direct and organizational level leadership, the challenges of leadership at the strategic level differ significantly from those at lower organizational levels. At the strategic level, leaders should have a long-term perspective, generally positioning the organization for success 10, 20, or more years into the future.”45

According to a study by Stan Pace of Bain & Company’s Global Change Management Practice, “The best transformers are companies that first focus on developing a clear strategy. They establish non-negotiable goals to support that strategy and incentives to reinforce those goals.”46 Pace’s research cites the example of Greg Brenneman’s new presidency of Continental Airlines in 1994 as leadership of a successful transformation. Brenneman asserts that “The key to getting results…is not to tell people what to do. Instead…find ways to keep them focused on the right things, and for the most part, let them figure out how to achieve the goals.”47 According to Pace, “In addition to focusing on results…the best transforming companies…implement change quickly and all at once, rather than easing change into the organization.”48 The most successful transformers cited in this study complete their transformation in two years or less.49 So the Army’s strategic leaders should consider quickly changing to a culture that fosters innovation, based on a clear strategic plan. Not only should goals be clearly defined, but strategic leaders must also set the conditions and institutional environment for leaders to be successful in changing the culture to one fostering innovation.

Therefore, the Army’s new culture must be articulated at the strategic level down through the hierarchal levels of the Army’s organization to the lowest levels. But for the culture to be ultimately changed, the organizational leaders must buy in to the new culture. Since the organizational leaders have more direct influence than strategic leaders, they can promote cultural change by first changing the climate of the organization.
FM 22-100 charges Army leadership at the strategic and organizational levels to develop a comprehensive framework for creating a culture of innovation. It further describes the level at which changes must take place to change the culture. FM 22-100 assigns primary responsibility for Army culture to strategic leaders, whereas leaders at lower levels are responsible for the organizational climate of their units or organizations:

Climate and culture describe the environment in which you lead your people. Culture refers to the environment of the Army as an institution and of major elements or communities within it. Strategic leaders maintain the Army’s institutional culture. Climate refers to the environment of units and organizations. All organizational and direct leaders establish their organization’s climate, whether purposefully or unwittingly.  

Of course, cultural change cannot be accomplished instantly. Indeed, before the culture can be changed, the climate must change. Strategic leaders can initiate cultural change, but the initial change comes at the organizational level. To change the organizational culture, new behavior must be embedded and rewarded by organizational leaders. Hence, it is the responsibility of organizational leaders to embed and reward the new behavior and instill values of a new institutional culture.

The Army must “provide leaders with the skills and tools to lead change and reward innovation.” In order for junior officers to feel comfortable with the new culture, they must feel like they are supported by their superiors. Junior officers must also feel that the mentoring from their superiors will establish an environment that allows them to take prudent risks while their superiors provide “top-cover” and useful feedback about mistakes as well as successes. Organizational leaders must create an environment that nurtures junior officers’ professional development and that fosters a culture of innovation. In effect, organizational leaders are thus creating a climate for change.

Culture and Climate

It is important to understand the difference between climate and culture – as the Army explains it – to better understand how they are mutually supportive in changing the organizational culture. Before discussing the means for changing culture and developing a culture of innovation, some terms should be defined as common ground to help explain the ideas for this organizational change. Culture and climate describe the environment in which people are led. The Army’s institutional culture is maintained at the strategic leader level, while climate is established within the institutional culture at the organizational level. To change the Army’s culture, it appears that the climate will need to change to support the cultural
change at the organizational level to infuse a culture of innovation. According to the Army Field Manual 22-100, *Army Leadership Be, Know, Do*, climate is described as:

An organization’s climate is the way its members feel about their organization. Climate comes from people’s shared perceptions and attitudes, what they believe about day-to-day functioning of their outfit. These things have great impact on their motivation and the trust they feel for their team and their leaders. Climate is generally short-term: it depends on a network of the personalities in a small organization. As people come and go, the climate changes.\(^{55}\)

FM 22-100 then asserts that “Army Leaders who do the right things for the right reasons...create a healthy organizational climate. In fact, it’s the leader’s behavior that has the greatest effect on the organizational climate. That behavior signals to every member of the organization what the leader will and will not tolerate.”\(^{56}\) General Schoomaker addresses this in his guidance for transforming Army culture: “Development of a culture of innovation will not be advanced by panels, studies, or this paper. Cultural changes begin with behavior and the leaders who shape it.”\(^{57}\)

Culture certainly includes climate, but culture is a more enduring concept than climate. Army Field Manual 22-100 describes culture as a longer lasting, more complex set of shared expectations than climate. On the other hand, climate determines how people feel about their organization right now.\(^{58}\)

The challenges of changing culture do not lie with the junior officers who are just beginning to assimilate the institutional culture. The challenge lies with changing the mindset, or the group-think, of the mid- to senior-grade levels in the Army.\(^{59}\) In most cases, these more senior leaders are fully entrenched in an Army culture that does not reward innovation, but one that values a mentality focused on tasks, conditions, and standards. Mastery of basic skills and a bureaucratic focus on attaining short-term goals are valued more than innovation in the current Army culture.\(^{60}\) The challenge for cultural change lies with strategic leaders who recognize the need for this change in institutional culture, who then articulate what the new institutional culture should be, and who finally mentor organizational leaders—all while setting the example through their individual actions.

Figure 1 depicts the relationship between climate and culture. Individual leaders of organizations throughout the Army can make short-term changes in the climate of their organizations during their tenure in that organization. For the Army to change its culture, individual organizations throughout the Army must assimilate and share the values associated with a long-term cultural change to foster innovation.
In summary, strategic leaders must "sell" organizational leaders on a culture of innovation before a change can be effected. Junior leaders can be educated through the Army's education system (Officer Professional Develop System), but if organizational leaders are not setting the example for junior officers—the same example strategic leaders are setting for the organizational leaders—then the change in culture will not take place. Junior officers will very quickly learn how to survive in a culture that does not value innovation, but they could just as well learn to survive in a genuinely changing culture.

Changing to a “Culture of Innovation”

Soldiers learn from their own experiences. A change in culture has long-term effects. But how do we change the organizational behavior short-term in order to support the long term change? Organizational leaders must buy in to the culture of innovation at their level. The organizational level is where the foundation for changing culture is built. The foundation is laid on a climate change. Organizational leaders set the climate for the organization, whether by design or inadvertently, by what they focus on and what they regard as important. FM 22-100 describes climate as coming "from people's shared perceptions and attitudes, what they believe about the day-to-day functioning of their outfit. These things have a great impact on their motivation and the trust they feel for their team and their leaders. Climate is generally short-term: it depends on a network of the personalities in a small organization. As people come and go the climate changes." So organizational leaders are responsible for embedding this new culture into daily operations of their organizations to support the strategic leaders'
assumptions and vision to support long-term change. The same initiatives for changing culture can help leaders change climate.

Schein describes some culture-embedding mechanisms. He finds that “one of the most powerful mechanisms that leaders have available for communicating what they believe in or care about is what they systematically pay attention to.” If young officers are mostly concerned about their evaluations, they are less likely to step beyond the norms of their organizational culture. If the culture allows honest mistakes and rewards prudent risk-taking, then the officers are more likely to be innovative and more agile in their decision-making. Organizational leaders set the tone for the organization in changing climate and culture. Organizational commanders must pay more attention to the development of junior officer leaders, placing more emphasis on after-action reviews that enhance learning from experiences and in some cases, from mistakes. Organizational leaders must stress these values of learning to the junior officers in order to help change the culture. “For junior officers to become good officers, they must acquire the necessary virtues. Junior officers can learn from seeing how virtues are embodied by those who are effective at moral officerhip.” Once the culture is set, organizational leaders then support and enforce the new culture through their actions and their organization's climate.

Therefore, the organizational level is the most important level for influencing change. At the organizational level, leaders teach the values and junior officers learn the culture. At this level, the most important influence leaders have on subordinates is the example they set. Organizational leaders can persuade and inspire their subordinates through both positive and negative reinforcement of values and standards. Organizational leaders have a great opportunity to use “deliberate role modeling, teaching, and coaching” to embed those values into their subordinates. Again, for change to be successful, organizational leaders must also buy in to it and change the climate and eventually the culture of the organization.

In some cases, the organizational leaders are also learning the new culture of innovation as they are teaching it through their actions. Organizational leaders have experienced Army culture before rising to leadership positions. That experience includes sharing values and culture. It is easier to change the behaviors of inexperienced junior officers in order to embed the values of a different culture, because they are not as influenced by the old culture as their organizational leaders were. So organizational leaders can reinforce the need for a culture of innovation in their less acculturated subordinates. The challenge is for organizational leaders to change their behaviors in order to set an example of the behaviors consistent with the new culture. This challenge can be met through self-development, which is a joint effort between the
junior officer and the organizational leader. Through self-development, organizational leaders can best influence a change in climate and ultimately change the culture. Organizational leaders can thus support efforts of junior officers through reinforcing their efforts.\textsuperscript{68}

Conclusions

The President of United States and the Secretary of Defense have challenged the Army to transform its culture to one that fosters innovation. Changing the Army’s culture starts with a strategic vision that supports the cultural change at all levels. Organizational leaders must stress the values in this vision to junior officers in order to influence change. To change the organizational culture, new behavior articulated in the vision must be embedded and rewarded by both strategic and organizational leaders. Strategic leaders maintain the Army’s institutional culture. But before the institutional culture can be changed, the culture must change at the organizational level. For change to be successful, organizational leaders must support the change in culture. Organizational leaders set the tone for their organization by changing the short-term climate in order to support the long-term change in culture. It is important to influence the behavior of junior leaders through mentorship from organizational leaders. This is the most important method for promoting change. At this level, leaders teach organizational values through example, through enhancing junior officers’ understanding of the culture while embedding appropriate values in the organization, ultimately through integrating the culture into everything the organization does. By helping junior leaders with their self-development, organizational leaders can best effect change in organizational climate and ultimately change in institutional culture.

Army leadership must avoid sending inconsistent signals in its effort to change the culture. Inappropriate embedded and reinforcing mechanisms and inconsistent signals could have unwanted effects. For example, in developing a culture of innovation, senior leaders who reward subordinates for “zero defects” performance but do not reward subordinates who experiment and take risks in training may subvert the vision of change. So the Army must change the culture at the organizational level by rewarding the right behavior, before it can change its institutional culture and transform into an effective 21\textsuperscript{st} century organization.
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